
 

   Class Notes 

Class: IX Topic: Unit 2 SPREADSHEET 
APPLICATIONS (ELEMENTARY) Subject: INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

GETTING STARTED WITH SPREADSHEETS (SESSION 1)  
(These are the left out questions) 

(All the other question answers have been already uploaded on the previous date) 
 

Answer the following Questions: 
 
1. How do you freeze some rows or columns in a worksheet? 

1. Select the cell below the rows and to the right of the columns you want to keep 
visible when you scroll. 
2. Select View > Freeze Panes > Freeze Panes. 

2. What is the difference between a worksheet and a workbook? 
A worksheet is a grid of cells made up of rows and columns.  
Multiple worksheets combined under a file is known as Workbook. 

 

WORKING WITH DATA (SESSION 2) 
(These are the left out questions) 

(All the other question answers have been already uploaded on the previous date) 
1. What are the different types of data that can be entered in OOo Calc? 

Three types of data that can be entered in OOo Calc worksheet are: 
 Numbers 
 Text 
 Formulas 

2. Give the keyboard shortcut keys for Copy and paste. 
 The shortcut keys for Copy is CTRL+C and that for paste is CTRL+V. 

 

3. Write cell reference for the following: 
(a) Cell formed by intersection of row 18, and column Z. 
      Answer : Z18 
(b) The right most cell in row 32 in a worksheet. 
      Answer : AMJ32  
 (c) If you select on entire worksheet, which range of cells gets selected. 
     Answer : A1:AMJ1048576 
(d) Reference (Fixed Column and relative row) formed by row 134 and column BD. 
     Answer : $BD134 
(e) Mixed Reference (Relative column and Fixed row) formed by row 120 and column IA. 
     Answer : IA$120 
(f) Absolute reference formed by 45 and column Z. 
     Answer : $Z$45 
(g) Relative Reference formed by row 19 and column AB. 
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     Answer : AB19 
 
4. Suggest the Calc functions that can be used for carrying out following operations: 
 
    (a) To calculate total marks of a student if his marks in five subjects are given in five 

different cells  
     Answer :  – SUM() 
 

(b) To calculate average sales made by salesman of a company, if sales made each of    
the salesmen is available 
 Answer : – AVERAGE() 
 
(c) To find out the marks of top scorer in a class, if marks of all the students are 
available  
Answer : -  MAX() 
 
(d) To find out minimum quoted rate from various quoted rate from various 
quotations available  
Answer : – MIN() 

 
5. What is the difference between copying and moving a range? 
Answer : 
     In copy, as data gets copied at the new location it remains at the original location also. 

Whereas in Move, as data gets copied at the new location it gets deleted from the original 
location.  
Unlike copy, the move operation does not change the cell address in a formula. 

6.What is the difference between the following commands: 
(a) Edit → Delete Contents → Delete all and 
      Edit → Delete Contents → Text 
Answer : 

Delete All  - deletes all contents from the selected range 
Text – deletes text only. Formats, formulas, numbers and dates are not affected. 

(b) Edit → Delete Contents → Text and 
Edit → Delete Contents → Formats 

Answer : 
Text – deletes text only. Formats, formulas, numbers and dates are not affected. 

 Formats – deletes format attributes applied to cells. All cell contents remains 
unchanged. 

(c) Edit → Delete Contents → Text and 
     Edit → Delete Contents → Numbers 
Answer : 

Text – deletes text only. Formats, formulas, numbers and dates are not affected. 
Numbers – deletes numbers only. Formats and formulas remain unchanged. 

 
6. What are the rules to be followed while entering the following in OOo Calc? 

I. numbers 
II. text 

III. formulas 
Answer: 

1. OOo Calc ignores leading plus (+) sign and treats a single period as a decimal . 
2. In OOo Calc , text is any combination of numbers , spaces and non-numeric 



 

characters 
3. Formulas in OOo Calc starts with '=' sign 

7. Suggest regular expressions for the following: 
(a) To search for words care and case 
Answer: 
\bcare\b, \bcase\b 
(b) To search for word 'Initially in the beginning of a line. 
Answer: 
^Initilly 
(C) To search for word 'initially in the end of a line. 
Answer: 
Initilly$ 
(d) To look for all word combinations having a single character between n and t 
Answer: 
n.t 
(e) To look for all word combinations starting with 'bať and having zero or more 's' 
followed it. 
Answer: 
Bats* 
(f) To look for all word combinations having one or more instances of 'a' between words 
'ko' and 's'. 
Answer: 
Koa+s 
Practical Oriented question: 

(Refer to the Question no. 11,from the chapter WORKING WITH DATA (SESSION 2) is 
present on page number 138 and 139  in computer textbook) 
 

(a) (i) Write the label of the formula in cell D7. 

Solution: =C7*B7 

(ii) Write the label of the formula in cell D10. 

Solution: =SUM(D4:D8) 

(b)The price of the generator is reduced to 4000.00. 

(i) Describe how the spreadsheet should be edited. 

Solution: We have to use the formula in B6 as  =B6-1000 

(ii) When the spreadsheet was edited, the values displayed in some cells changed 
automatically. Write in the box the cell reference of two cell that changed automatically. 
Solution: D6 and D10 

(iii) Tick the box to show why a cell would change automatically when another cell is 
edited. 
Solution: Because, the cell contains a formula that refers to the other cell. 

Practical Oriented question: 

(Refer to the Question no. 12,from the chapter WORKING WITH DATA (SESSION 2) is 
present on page number 139 and 140  in computer textbook) 
(a)Tick one box to show which type of software package has been used. 



 

Solution: Spreadsheet 

(b)Which cell contains the spending on rent per week? 

Solution: D12 

(c)Which one of the following is the formula used in cell D23? 

Solution: =D8-D21 

(d)Tick one box to show a disadvantage of using a software package to help work out the 
budget rather than using a calculator,pen and paper. 
Solution: 
The wrong prices could be input 
 

 

 

 

N.B.:  

1. Students are instructed to write the above content in their computer notebook and 

prepare it as well. 

This content is prepared absolutely from home 


